
Alliant 2, A Government-Wide 
Acquisition Contract (GWAC)
INTRODUCTION
Alliant 2 is the General Services Administration’s (GSA) premier enterprise IT GWAC. This multiple-award, indefinite-delivery, 
indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) vehicle provides flexible access to customized IT solutions from a large, diverse pool of industry 
partners.

Alliant 2 is a preferred government-wide solution, offering artificial intelligence (AI), Autonomic Computing, robotic process 
automation (RPA), and other types of emerging technologies. It provides best-value IT solutions to federal agencies, while 
supporting small businesses via subcontracting requirements for large business.

BEST IN CLASS
OMB named Alliant 2 GWAC a Best-in-Class for Information Technology Solutions.

 f Allows acquisition experts to take advantage of pre-vetted, government-wide contract solutions
 f Supports a government-wide migration to solutions that are mature and market proven
 f Assists in the optimization of spend, within the government-wide category management framework
 f Increases the transactional data available for agency level and government-wide analysis of buying behavior

OUR CAPABILITIES
 f CYBER OPERATIONS 
We use intelligent automation and AI/ML-driven analytics, combined with our experience in detecting and mitigating 
complex security breaches and threat actors, to deliver full-spectrum cyber solutions and protect and defend the nation's 
largest and most attacked mission-critical networks.

 f DIGITAL MODERNIZATION 
We develop mission-focused solutions to accelerate our customer's digital transformation objectives by delivering 
resilient enterprise IT solutions and managed services that leverage trusted AI and full-spectrum cyber to decrease 
burdens and vulnerabilities in complex IT operations. 

 f INTEGRATED SYSTEMS  
Built on the foundations of agility, modularity, extensibility, and open standards, we deliver high-performing hardware and 
software systems to solve challenges in an array of specializations, including sensors and collection, virtual training, cargo 
inspection, electronic warfare, and autonomy.

 f MISSION SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
Through disciplined processes, common tools, reusable frameworks, automation, collaboration, and domain expertise, 
our mission software systems are designed to deliver secure, mission quality software at Silicon Valley speed.

 f MISSION OPERATIONS  
Enabled by agile, flexible, and scalable processes and tools, we leverage our in-depth domain knowledge and mission 
understanding to provide cost-effective tools and enhanced processes that are secure, resilient and support our 
customer's critical missions.
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ALLIANT 2 FEATURES AND BENEFITS 
Features Benefits
A $50 billion dollar program ceiling and a five-year base 
period with one five-year option

Allows for long-term planning of large-scale program 
requirements

Scope aligned with Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) 
and Department of Defense Enterprise Architecture 
(DODEA)

Conforms to Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
policy mandates for IT investments and is consistent with 
the current IT definition at any given time

All contract types, e.g., fixed-price, cost-reimbursement, 
labor-hour and time-and-materials

Offers flexibility of contract types for optimal risk 
mitigation

Ancillary support permitted when it is integral to and 
necessary for the IT services-based outcome

Facilitates integrated IT solutions 

Access to exceptionally qualified industry partners Enables innovative solutions from experienced providers

Aggressive subcontracting goals set at 50% of 
subcontracted dollars

Provides subcontracting opportunities for small businesses

Pre-competed, easy-to-use contract with streamlined 
ordering procedures based on FAR 16.505 

Saves time and money by reducing procurement lead time

Complimentary scope-compatibility reviews Promotes contract compliance and reduces risk of adverse 
audits

Requires fair opportunity under FAR 16.505 Ordering supports competition among highly qualified 
industry partners

No protests on orders $10 million and under; except on 
the grounds that the order increases the scope, period of 
performance, or maximum value of the GWAC

Minimizes protest risk and supports timely order award for 
optimal mission support

CONTRACT FACTS
 › Title: Alliant 2 

 › Contract Number: 
47QTCK18D0008 

 › Procuring Agency: General 
Services Administration (GSA) 

 › Prime Contractor: Leidos

 › Customer: Any Federal 
Government Agency 

 › Ceiling: $50 Billion  

 › Period of Performance: 5-year 
base (July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2023) 
and one 5-year option (July 1, 2023 
to June 30, 2028)   

ABOUT LEIDOS 
Leidos is a Fortune 500® information technology, engineering, and science solutions and services leader working to solve the 
world’s toughest challenges in the defense, intelligence, homeland security, civil, and health markets. The company’s 38,000 
employees support vital missions for government and commercial customers.


